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Our esteemed bank was established on 11 May 1921 and went public on 11 

November 1921 in the name of Nadar Bank Limited at Ana Mavanna 

Building. Thoothukudi. Later we renamed as Tamilnad Mercantile Bank 

Limited. We had merely 4 subdivisions until 1947. The bank has now 388 full 

fledged subdivisions and 732 ATM’s all over the India. In order to function the

rural countries. the bank extended services more in non-metro countries. Out

of 388 subdivisions. 344 subdivisions are located in Rural. Semi Urban and 

Urban countries merely. Growth: 

We are one of the oldest private sector Bankss which is continuously doing 

net incomes and paying highest dividends. This was possible merely with the

dedicated employees at all degrees who are energetic and are enthusiastic 

in the growing and prosperity of the bank. This made the bank to follow the 

official slogan: “ Totally Motivated Bank” 

Accomplishments and Awards: The fiscal express in its study on India’s Best 

Bank 2013 has ranked our bank No. 1 among the Old Private Sector Banks. 

TMB has been rated 2nd Best Bank in Small Banks class by Business World 

under India’s Best Bank 2013 TMB has received the Best Banker award in 

Customer Orientation and Human Resources. TMB has received ASSOCHAM 

India 9th Annual Summit cum Social Banking Excellence Awards 2013 – 

India’s Best Private Sector Bank 2013. 

FUTURE VISION OF TMB: Looking Ahead: The vision of the bank is to develop 

the bank into a much stronger bank with the higher degree of modernisation 

to manage the concern volume. Baronial ideas and high thoughts of the 

squad of direction charged with dynamic spirit of action will take the bank to 
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a greater tallness. accomplishing growing in strength and exhibit the bank as

a theoretical account bank in the Banking industry. The bank has set itself a 

high criterion. be it in operation. client service or conformity to ordinance. 

Technology upgradation and March towards Hi-Tech Cyber Banking are the 

current mission of the Bank. VISION STATEMENT: 

“ To be a progressive bank with strong trade name equity. Enhancing the 

value for all the interest holders throughExcellence in public presentation 

and good governance” Average Term Goal: Aiming to increase its entire 

concern to Rs 1 hundred thousand crore in the following four old ages and to 

spread out our subdivision web outside Tamil Nadu. At present we holding a 

entire concern of Rs 41. 000 crore in 2013-14. and planning to open a big 

figure of subdivisions in Andhra Pradesh. Karnataka. Kerala. Telangana. 

Gujarat and Maharashtra in the following 3 old ages. 

Our enterprise is to hold 30-40 subdivisions in each of these provinces. We 

are aiming a entire concern of Rs 50000 crore in 2014-15. and taking to hold 

a web of 800 subdivisions in four old ages. 

“ Our medium-term end is to do TMB a pan-India bank. After the 

enlargement of subdivision web in the southern provinces. we will 

concentrate on widening our footmark in the northern and eastern parts of 

the state. 

ASSIGNMENT IICISCO WORK CULTUREToday’s organisations face increasing 

demands for reactivity. adaptability. invention. velocity. and responsible 

corporate citizenship. No organisation can afford to disregard the possible 

benefits of holding a diverse and inclusive civilization. So for Cisco. 
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constructing an inclusive and diverse organisation is an on-going and 

indispensable concern jussive mood. It genuinely believe it is their duty to: 

Empower our squads 

Eliminate prejudicesCreate an environment where everyone feels welcomed. 

valued. respected. and heard. CommittednessThey aim to supply employees 

with all the resources. plans. and developing necessary to accomplish their 

concern ends. They have been giving everyone an chance to run at their 

best egos. and supply their clients with the best and most advanced 

merchandises and services. How They Are Structured 

By partnering with their concern leaders. human resource organisations. and

cardinal stakeholders and components. they have built a holistic diverseness

model that is embedded in every portion of Cisco. They have constructed an 

Inclusion and Diversity Coalition. a planetary squad that advises and 

supports Cisco executives at the map and part degree. Along with 

established inclusion and diverseness embassadors. it includes advocators in

the field. The squad helps to speed up plan executing by reenforcing 

inclusion and diverseness communicating and outlooks. 

Cisco’s employee battle scheme: Cisco’s employee battle scheme has 

yielded several benefits through the usage of coaction tools. For illustration. 

the quarterly company meeting has gone through a entire transmutation. In 

the yesteryear. Cisco held the company meetings in a physical location. 

normally a local convention centre near the central office in San Jose. 

California. Today the quarterly company meetings are practical. Through the 

usage of picture and coaction engineerings. employees globally can take 
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part in these meetings and interact with senior executives through a 

unrecorded confab ( utilizing Cisco Jabber® engineering ) . The full event is 

recorded ( along with confab transcripts and other paperss ) and shared with 

all employees. This attack has increased employee engagement and 

provided a new locale for rich interaction between employees and senior 

executives. all of which have boosted overall employee satisfaction. Cisco 

uses a practical format for other events as good such as the one-year 

planetary gross revenues experience ( 20. 000-plus attendants ) and 

strategic leading offsite ( 3000-plus senior leaders ) . 

More than of all time employees are witting of their wellness and health. 

while employers are looking for ways to supply employees with high-quality 

health care options while maintaining their costs under control. Cisco opened

a state-of-the-art HealthCenter in San Jose for employees and has followed 

with centres at other sites. Through the usage of engineerings such as 

HealthPresence® and incorporate communications. Cisco employees have 

entree to some of the best health care systems around the universe 

ASSIGNMENT III3 Model Component of CommitmentAbout the Model: John 

Meyer and Natalie Allen developed their Three Component Model of 

Commitment and published it in the 1991 “ Human Resource Management 

Review. ” The theoretical account explains that committedness to an 

organisation is a psychological province. and that it has three distinguishable

constituents that affect how employees feel about the organisation that they 

work for. The three constituents are: 
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1. Affection for your occupation ( “ affective commitment” ) . 2. Fear of loss 

( “ continuance commitment” ) . 3. Sense of duty to remain ( “ normative 

commitment” ) . We can utilize this theoretical account to increase 

committedness and battle in your squad. while besides assisting people to 

see a greater feeling of wellbeing and occupation satisfaction. Let’s 

expression at each of Meyer and Allen’s three types of committedness in 

greater item. Affection for Your Job ( Affective Commitment ) 

Affection for your occupation occurs when you feel a strong emotional fond 

regard to your organisation. and to the work that you do. You’ll most likely 

identify with the organization’s ends and values. and you truly want to be at 

that place. If you’re basking your work. you’re likely to experience good. and 

be satisfied with your occupation. In bend. this increased occupation 

satisfaction is likely to add to your feeling of affectional committedness. Fear

of Loss ( Continuance Commitment ) 

This type of committedness occurs when you weigh up the pros and cons of 

go forthing your organisation. You may experience that you need to remain 

at your company. because the loss you’d experience by go forthing it is 

greater than the benefit you think you might derive in a new function. 

These sensed losingss. or “ side stakes. ” can be pecuniary ( you’d lose 

salary and benefits ) ; professional ( you might lose senior status or role-

related accomplishments that you’ve exhausted old ages geting ) ; or 

societal ( you’d lose friendly relationships or Alliess ) . The badness of these “

losses” frequently increases with age and experience. You’re more likely to 

see continuation committedness if you’re in an established. successful 
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function. or if you’ve had several publicities within one organisation. Sense of

Duty to Stay ( Normative Commitment ) 

This type of committedness occurs when you feel a sense of duty to your 

organisation. even if you’re unhappy in your function. or even if you want to 

prosecute better chances. You feel that you should remain with your 

organisation. because it’s the right thing to make. This sense of duty can 

stem from several factors. You might experience that you should stay with 

your organisation because it has invested money or clip in your preparation. 

Or possibly it provided a wages in progress. such as paying for your college 

tuition. This duty can besides ensue from your upbringing. For case. your 

household might hold stressed that you should remain loyal to your 

organisation. Note: 

These three types of committedness are non reciprocally sole. You can see 

all three. or two of the three. in changing grades. Using the Model at our 

TMB: Affection for Your Job ( Affective Commitment ) : We are really 

fortunate in holding dedicated employees at all degrees who have been 

energetic and working with hardworking ardor for the good growing and 

prosperity of the establishment for the past 92 old ages. The name and 

celebrity of the bank are in a big step. due to the efficient and persevering 

service of the extremely loyal staff members and officers. This has enabled 

the Bank to follow the official slogan “ Totally Motivated Bank” . Most of the 

employees in TMB are committed towards our organisation. This has been 

proven through the net incomes earned and dividends paid to the interest 

holders. Without the positive committedness of affectionate this would non 

hold been possible. In TMB. employees treat themselves to be a portion of 
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the household. With this alone characteristic TMBian’s move frontward and 

do the organisation ends and achieve great highs. Fear of Loss ( Continuance

Commitment ) : 

It’s of import to make our best to turn affectional committedness. and cut 

down our team’s trust on continuation and normative committedness. so 

that we can take a squad of people who feel passionate for their functions. In

TMB. we holding some Team members with continuation committedness. 

which non merely impact their growing but besides impacting other Team 

enthusiastic employees. or even lower the morale of the organisation. To 

promote positive alterations. we will associate people’s ends with those of 

the squad or organisation. If appropriate. we align our team’s functions with 

their accomplishments and involvements. with techniques such as Job 

Crafting. It’s of import to assist people find purpose in their work. which will 

assist them to come out from the above committedness. Sense of Duty to 

Stay ( Normative Commitment ) : 

In our organisation. some officers from STEP programme experience a sense 

of normative committedness since our organisation has invested a batch in 

their preparation and development. Since they have been contracted for 5 

old ages. they could non able to exchange occupation even if they got better

chance. To get the better of this we are likely to develop affectional 

committedness through explicating them about their growing in this honored

organisation and do them to experience & amp ; see positive emotions at 

their work. Further. we will promote these people to boom. and to bask the 

work that they’re making. We make certain that we give praise on a regular 
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basis. and make a healthy workplace. so that these sort of people will be 

happy and productive. 

ASSIGNMENT IVChange is a common yarn that runs through all concerns 

irrespective of size. industry and age. Our universe is altering fast and. as 

such. organisations must alter rapidly excessively. Organizations that handle

alteration good thrive. whilst those that do non may fight to last. The 

construct of “ change management” is a familiar one in most concerns 

today. But. how concerns manage alteration ( and how successful they are at

it ) varies tremendously depending on the nature of the concern. the 

alteration and the people involved. And a cardinal portion of this depends on 

how far people within it understand the alteration procedure. One of the 

basis theoretical accounts for understanding organisational alteration was 

developed by Kurt Lewin back in the fiftiess. and still holds true today. His 

theoretical account is known as Unfreeze – Change – Refreeze. refers to the 

three-stage procedure of alteration he describes. Lewin. a physicist every bit 

good as societal scientist. explained organisational alteration utilizing the 

analogy of altering the form of a block of ice Lewin’s Three-Step Model For 

Implementing Change 

Unfreeze: This first phase of alteration involves fixing the organisation to 

accept that alteration is necessary. which involves break down the bing 

position quo before you can construct up a new manner of operating. Identify

to this is developing a compelling message demoing why the bing manner of 

making things can non go on. This is easiest to border when you can indicate

to worsening gross revenues figures. hapless fiscal consequences. worrying 

client satisfaction studies. or suchlike: These show that things have to alter 
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in a manner that everyone can understand. To fix the organisation 

successfully. you need to get down at its nucleus – you need to dispute the 

beliefs. values. attitudes. and behaviours that presently define it. 

Using the analogy of a edifice. you must analyze and be prepared to alter the

bing foundations as they might non back up add-on floors ; unless this is 

done. the whole edifice may put on the line prostration. This first portion of 

the alteration procedure is normally the most hard and nerve-racking. When 

you start cutting down the “ way things are done” . you put everyone and 

everything off balance. You may arouse strong reactions in people. and 

that’s precisely what needs to done. By coercing the organisation to re-

examine its nucleus. you efficaciously make a ( controlled ) crisis. which in 

bend can construct a strong motive to seek out a new equilibrium. Without 

this motive. you won’t acquire the buy-in and engagement necessary to 

consequence any meaningful alteration. Change: 

After the uncertainness created in the unfreeze phase. the alteration phase 

is where people begin to decide their uncertainness and look for new ways to

make things. Peoples start to believe and move in ways that support the new

way. The passage from unfreeze to alter does non go on overnight: Peoples 

take clip to encompass the new way and take part proactively in the 

alteration. A related alteration theoretical account. the Change Curve. focal 

points on the specific issue of personal passages in a changing environment 

and is utile for understanding this specific facet in more item. In order to 

accept the alteration and contribute to doing the alteration successful. 

people need to understand how the alterations will profit them. Not everyone

will fall in line merely because the alteration is necessary and will profit the 
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company. This is a common premise and booby trap that should be avoided. 

Time and communicating are the two keys to success for the alterations to 

happen. Peoples need clip to understand the alterations and they besides 

need to experience extremely connected to the organisation throughout the 

passage period. When you are pull offing alteration. this can necessitate a 

great trade of clip and attempt and hands-on direction is normally the best 

attack. Refreeze: 

When the alterations are taking form and people have embraced the new 

ways of working. the organisation is ready to refreeze. The outward marks of

the refreeze are a stable organisation chart. consistent occupation 

descriptions. and so on. The refreeze phase besides needs to assist people 

and the organisation internalize or commit the alterations. This means doing 

certain that the alterations are used all the clip ; and that they are 

incorporated into mundane concern. With a new sense of stableness. 

employees feel confident and comfy with the new ways of working. The 

principle for making a new sense of stableness in our every changing 

universe is frequently questioned. 

Even though alteration is a changeless in many organisations. this refreezing

phase is still of import. Without it. employees get caught in a passage trap 

where they aren’t certain how things should be done. so nil of all time gets 

done to full capacity. In the absence of a new frozen province. it is really 

hard to undertake the following alteration enterprise efficaciously. How make

you travel about converting people that something demands altering if you 

haven’t allowed the most recent alterations to drop in? Change will be 

perceived as alteration for change’s interest. and the motive required to 
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implement new alterations merely won’t be at that place. As portion of the 

Refreezing procedure. do certain that you celebrate the success of the 

alteration – this helps people to happen closing. thanks them for digesting a 

painful clip. and helps them believe that future alteration will be successful. 

Using the theoretical account at TMB: 

At our bank we have followed the Lewin’s Three-Step Model while 

implementing our New Logo: Unfreeze: Even though our Bank has been 

established in 1921. the logo was set for the bank merely in 1962. Since the 

logo was non competent to fit to the current coevals of banking and besides 

non expressed the future face of the bank. It has been decided to alter the 

Logo. After holding assorted meetings with our interest holders. at last our 

Management got blessing from our interest holders to alter our logo. Our 

Management has started the procedure for altering the logo of our bank 

after 50 old ages. We are good cognizant that altering our established logo 

should be approached with a great trade of cautiousness and premeditation. 

Merely a new logo design makeover ( executed right ) can inculcate our 

company trade name with new exhilaration. new blood. We are the taking 

private sector bank with strong development in modern banking and need a 

logo that is more in line with. and appealing to. our vision along with modern

banking installations. Change: 

After got blessing from stakeholders. our bank started be aftering on planing 

the new logo which should show our vision along with modern banking 

installations. The organisation has ready to take hazard by altering the Logo.

The Dispel rumours by replying the inquiries asked by any one the openly 
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and candidly and besides relate the demand for alteration back to 

operational necessities. Our organisation has announced a competition 

among the staff members for making a logo which should reflects our vision 

and Modern banking and besides to do the staff engagement. Which made 

everyone feel that it’s a right clip to alter Logo of our bank and will give new 

face to our bank. Refreeze: 

With aid of our all staff members our bank has designed a new log which 

described our vision and modern banking. 

The magenta-and-royal-blue jazz band is a colorful show window of the 

brand’s celebrated yesteryear. where the built-in Deoxyribonucleic acid of 

our bank – client orientation & A ; committedness to excellence takes center-

stage. The complementary colors and the distinct font underline our bank’s 

new doctrine of remaining in melody with the current coevals. What holds 

the logo together and helps interrupt the jumble is the cagey drama on the 

missive ‘ M’ . An amalgam of two upward pointers. ‘ the Positive M’ clearly 

symbolizes our bank’s new promise – to be one measure in front of life. our 

New logo was created. On 03. 05. 2012. we have launched New Corporate 

Identity ( New Logo ) for our Bank in a expansive map at Thoothukudi by our 

Managing Director & A ; CEO in the grand presence of all the Directors of our

bank. Change of our New Logo was communicated to people through 

assorted medium of communicating. The New logo has brought a strong 

believe from the populace that. our bank non merely a have a traditional 

type of banking but besides have the Modern banking. 
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